$99.95
$44.95
Australian
Animals Puzzle

Bumper Phoenix

A rechargeable sci-fi design
lightweight drone with
3-Channel 2.4G control.
Iconic Bumper Ring
for extra
protection.
8yrs+

Native Aussie animals and
birds. Laser cut from
a variety of native
hardwood timbers.
Inc. coloured
guide. 14x12cm

Kinderfeets
PLUS Tiny Tots Sage

Starts as a trike and converts to a
2 wheel balance bike as they grow.
Made from painted and lacquered
birch wood. Accessories sold separately.
18mths-4yrs

$169.95

$79.95
Marble Run
Sound Tree

Kinderfeets
Wicker Basket

Fits all your toys and
treasures to carry with you.
Perfectly fits Kinderfeets
Trike! 12mths+

$39.95

Listen to the calm and
mesmerising tone as
the wooden balls roll
down leaves of the
tree. 22x22x67cm 3yrs+

Pull Along Indy
the Elephant

Indy is a beautifully finished
wooden pull-along for early
walkers. A cute bird bobbles
about as you walk. 22x8x17cm
18mths+

A to Z
Wildlife Puzzle

26 wild animals and birds from
around the world. Coloured
pieces laser cut from native
Australian timbers.
24cm diameter.

$34.95
Match Madness Duo
Shift your brain into higher gear.
Be quick to recreate a pattern
on a card with your set of 5 blocks!
1-2 players 8yrs+

$54.95

CHRISTMAS
TRADING HOURS

Follow us

Monday-Thursday 9am to 5.30pm
Friday 9am to 6.30pm
Sat 9am to 5pm
Sun 10am to 3pm
Shop Address: 593 Whitehorse Rd, Surrey Hills, Vic, 3127
Phone: 03 9830 4336
Website: windmill.net.au

$64.95

Minispinny

A go-anywhere sensory adventure,
packed with play. Colour, count,
move, turn - stimulates and
strengthens young brains. 10mths+

$19.95

Inny Bin

A unique mind expanding toy.
Push shapes through the elastic
bands of the cube, babes will
explore, experiment, and discover.
14x14cm 10mths+

$39.95

Mini Mover Baby Walker

A sturdy walker wagon that carries a large
load of treasured toys. Gorgeous in mint.
44x49x30cm 1yr+

$69.95

TriBlocks
Rainbow Brights

Build, stack, and learn.
9 toxic-free silicone
triangle blocks. Tactile,
squeezy triangle blocks
featuring numbers
and textures.
9mths+

Rainmaker

Hear the rain sound from
the beads when you shake
and spin. Great for eye
hand co-ordination with
no mess! 15x6cm 2yrs+

$15.95

$39.95

Nesting &
Stacking Blocks

Saxoflute

Wooden stacking cubes with
lots of activities incl. numbers,
shapes, colours, sizes, animal
figures, and a transparent
coloured side. 11x11x45cm 1yr+

Assemble your own instrument
in all sorts of crazy shapes and
then actually make music.
Great in the bath too! 2yrs+

$19.95

Honeysticks Bath Drops

$39.95

Create different bath colours- watch
them fizz and mix. Experiment in the tub!
Fragrance & residue free.
36 non-toxic drops. 3yrs+

$24.95

Oombee Ball

Inspiring curiosity - each connected
ball is textured and nests into each
other. So clever! 10mths+

$39.95

Bath Bombz- Rocket

$8.95

Slime Baff Glitter
Watch them fizz, move and
make amazing stripes of
colour in the water! Skin safe,
drain safe, easy clean and
stain free. 3yrs+
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$11.95

Honeysticks Bath Crayons
Add creativity and washable art fun to
your bath time. 100% natural, food-grade
ingredients. 2yrs+

$21.95

Toolbox & Tool Bench Set

Perfectly sized for little hands, work bench
becomes a tool box for the wooden tools
including a screwdriver, hammer and
spanner. 20x11x13cm 3yrs+

$44.95

My First Vintage RC Racer

This vintage look remote control car has a simple remote
control with 2 large directional buttons (great for beginners!)
3AAA & 2AA batteries not included. 3yrs+

$49.95

Smart Car Set

Update their role play with new technology
‘electric cars’. 3 wooden cars and the
charging station. 18mths+

$24.95

Parking & Gas Station

Fill up with petrol or get your car repaired before parking.
Includes 3 cars, helicopter and 7 floor jigsaw road pieces.
72x45x40cm 3yrs+

$99.95

FleXtreme Discovery Set

Construct the most incredible flexible circuit ever to
speed the Flextreme car along. 4.4m track. 4yrs+

$79.95

$5.95
Happy Magic
Mini Tricks

My First Happy Magic

Perfect for the beginner with instructions and
videos to get them started on the magical world
of illusion. 100 tricks. 5yrs+

$39.95

Great magic starters. Choose
from 12 different tricks incl.
linking rings, cups and balls,
ball vase, rope cutter..... 5yrs+
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Mini2go
Deluxe Plus

Converts from ride-on to scooter,
parents handlebar
Removable storage drawer,
Stable and easy to ride.
ages 1-5 years

Knee &
Elbow Pads
Unicorn & Dino

Micro Knee and elbow
protection pads. Available in
Unicorn and Dino Ages 3-7yrs

$269.95

$49.95

Mini Micro Magic

ALL NEW Micro Mini Deluxe Magic.
Induction powered LED wheels
AA battery powered light up handgrips
Available in Pink, Aqua and Purple.
Ages 2-5yrs

$199.95

$199.95
Sprite Micro Scooter

Lightweight, easy fold, adjustable
handlebar. Available in assorted
colours. 5yrs - adult. Maximum 100kg

BIO Pyramid
Forest 11pc

11 graduating sized
buckets in forest colours
and designs. BIO plastic
is created from waste
sugar industry products
to create the biological
polyethylene. 1yr+

Sandpit Digger

Turn a sandpit into your very
own construction site. Steel
construction, rubber grips and a
sturdy plastic seat designed to
last outside. 3-6yrs

$59.95

$37.95

$24.95
Bio Plastic Castle Bucket Set

Building sandy sculptures is easy with this large bucket
and accessories made from environmentally friendly
wheat straw plastic. 2yrs+

Sandbag Throwing

Who can throw the bean bags through the
holes to get the highest score? Great for kids
and adults. 34x45x31cm 2yrs+
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$34.95

Golf Lawn Game

Fun simple first golf. Wooden obstacles,
balls and 2 x clubs. 3yrs+

$59.95

Croquet Lawn Game
Get outside with this four player
wooden croquet set for some good
old fashion fun. Rec. 3yrs+

$49.95

A great introduction to dual string kite
flying for beginner to intermediate flyers.
8yrs+

Dragonfly Kite

Wilma Worm Kite

Prism Duel String Kite

$39.95

Wilma will wriggle through the sky like a
worm! Flies best in medium winds. 4yrs+

$24.95

Looks amazing in the sky! Its wide wings
give it good lift in light winds 4yrs+

$29.95

Fairy Wings Silverlit

Magical fairy flying fun that
is controlled with your hand.
Rechargeable battery. 8yrs+

$34.95

Bumper Spin Silverlit

Flick, throw bump & bounce, frisbee style!
Master different tricks and challenges. Soft
protection ring on outer, 8yrs+

$29.95

X-14 Glider with Hand Launcher
A high performance plane with long glide time. Use the
included launcher or launch by hand. 8yrs+

$15.95

Outdoor Boomerang
Light weight and stable, tune the
wings to encourage an accurate
return flight every time. 6yrs+

$9.95

Smash n Go Stunt Pack Silverlit

Smash and crash this monster truck and accessories. Fun
friction car -battery free. 5yrs+

Steel Roder Front
Loader

$19.95

$49.95
Steel Roder Dump Truck

$49.95

Classic additions for a sandpit. Free running
wheels make it easy to push over the
roughest terrain. Heavy gauge pressed
steel with plastic parts. 3yrs+ Dump truck37x22x25cm Excavator- 44x21x23cm
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Design & Dress Up
Fantastic Unicorn & Magic Dragon
Enter a magical realm wearing your own wings! Colour
your way, then sew and finish the unicorn headband or
complete the dragon head to wear! 5yrs+

$29.95

Squirt & Spread Painting Set

Painty, sensory, squishy, mixy art play. Almost
mess free.. simple first art steps. Reusable.18mths+

$34.95

Birds Wooden Beads

An Explosion of
Pompoms

Over 400 stunning beads and bird
pendants. Thread and sequence to
make sweet jewellery. 4yrs+

A gorgeous finished boards;
match pom pom packs- stick
then watch them open and
explode! 3yrs+

$19.95

$42.95

Magic Water Painting
4 Seasons & Under Water

NO MESS!! Great for travel - ‘colour’ with water,
and re-use when it dries. Inc games to play with
re-useable stickers! 3yrs+
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$19.95

Do It Yourself
To The Sky Rockets

3 Sky Rockets to colour, inflate
and play! Throw high, long, fast!!
4yrs+ (markers not inc.)

$19.95

Alphabet Beads

BEADS!! Choose from colourful, golden or letters beads - mix and
match them to make special gifts for friends and family. 8yrs+

$24.95

The Flower Garden
Multi Craft Box Set

High quality Djeco crafts all in the one box
including painting, scratch cards, paper origami,
foil craft, stamping and collage. 6yrs+

$59.95

DIY Calm Down Bottles
Unicorn and Dino

Calm Down Bottles help children self-regulate
their breathing, thoughts, and improve their
focus. Refill and reuse the sensory bottle. 3yrs+

$24.95

Artist’s Palette

Friends 4 Ever Bracelet Making Kit

Watercolour set including 36 standard colours, 8
iridescent colours and 9 fluorescent colours. Includes 1
brush with a water cartridge. 6yrs+

Weave your own colourful bracelets with this DIY kit. Everything
you need to make over 20 bracelets. 8yrs+

$29.95

Inspired By
The South Scratch Cards
Scratch cards that invite new artists to
discover the style of Vincent Van Gogh. 5+

$12.95

$39.95

Cosmic Mission
Scratch Cards

Scratch cards with cosmic theme for
any keen young star gazer. 6yrs+

$12.95

The Pond
Scratch Cards

Scratch cards with iridescent reflections.
A gentle mindful activity on FSC certified
cardstock. 7yrs+

$12.95
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Roaring T-Rex Skull

First you build it- then watch as the
T-Rex jaws opens and blasts you
with a breathtaking roar! 5yrs+

Migoga Junior

$27.95

Big pieces and bright colours to make up a
marble run for very young children that will
surprise and delight. 18mths+

$79.95

VEX Snap Shot

Learn how simple gear ratios and
spring energy works- ensuring that
no one down range is safe! 14yrs+

$29.95

Connetix 100 pc Creative Pack

The most outstanding open ended 100pc magnetic construction toy.
Children are creatively engaged, using their imagination to engineer
in 2D & 3D. 3yrs+

$159.95

Squigz 2.0

Push them together to
build wiggly, wobbly
creations and then pull
them apart to hear
them POP. 36 silicone
pieces. 3yrs+

$65.95

Sky Surfer Paper Airplane Launcher
Construct and then have fun launching your paper planes.
Research the science to help perfect your designs. 14yrs+

$39.95

Hexbug Hexmods Pro
Series Elite
For the budding mechanic.
Customisable RC model car up to
20kph. Swap out hood, spoilers and
rims - change suspension, tyres and
gears. 8yrs+

$99.95

Skyrail League
Marble Run

Build loops, jumps, bends and
straight lines and race your
friends on the two parallel
tracks. Learn basic physics on
the way- gravity, speed, and
centrifugal force. 7yrs+

$79.95
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Geometric Connecting
Shape Building Set
Snowflake shaped wooden pieces slit/
slot together to build fun structures.
99 pieces. 3yrs+

$29.95

SUPER-PI-RIFFIC
Illusionology Science
The secrets of science amaze like
magic! 75+ experiments that present
as magic while teaching core STEM
principles. 7yrs+

$29.95

Rubber Band Racers

Have fun building 5 rubber band
driven vehicles - helicopter, airboat,
airplane, fan car, and hydrofoil. Oh,
and learn some physics on the way.
8yrs+

$34.95

Ultralight Airplanes

Construct awesome flying gliders
with ultralight plastic and bamboo
parts. Build five different types of
planes. 8yrs+

$34.95

Orbiting Solar System

Create a mechanical model of the solar system.
Wind it up and watch the planets revolve
around the sun. 6yrs+

$59.95

HEXBUG Scorpion

Scare your friends as the Scorpion
scuttles around the room,
exploring every area it can get to.
Asst. colours. 8yrs+

$19.95
Scientific Discovery Kit
Environmental Science

Become an environmental science warrior with over 40
experiments based around climate and the weather. 5yrs+

George The 6 in 1 Gyroscope Kit

Assemble George in 6 different ways and pull the rip cord to make
him go. Learn about basic gyroscopic physics (battery free!) 8yrs+

$79.95
$44.95

Patrol Bot - Xtrem Bots

Program your robot and teach awesome tricks.
It can hold objects, turn left or right, and detect
obstacles. 20 different functions! Program up to
50 actions. 5yrs+

$99.95
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Freeze Dance
with Chilly

Get up and dance with Chilly.
Follow the words in the songs…
and make sure you act, imitate &
freeze when they tell you to! 2AAA
batteries included. 4yrs+

Virus The most
contagious
Card Game

$29.95

Protect your vital organs while
attacking others’! Be the first
player with 4 healthy organs to
win! Hours of fun and laughter.
2-6 players 8yrs+

$24.95

Genius Gems

Time yourself or race a friend to
reproduce the dice patterns with the
shiny gems. 10,000+ puzzles! 1 or 2
players 8yrs+

$39.95

Pass The Pandas

Get ready for some “Panda-monium”
as you race to get rid of all of your dice
to win the game! 2-5 players 6yrs+

Throw
Throw
Avocado

$24.95

A dodgeball card
game. You throw
Avocados at each
other. A fantastic
family friendly party
game. 2-6 players
7yrs+

$44.95

Walkie Talkie

Fast paced word game matching
letters and colours to win.
Communication is the key to
winning! Great party fun. 2-8 players
8yrs+

Horse Academy

Get on your horse for some puzzling
fun! Can you complete the path in
the correct sequence? 80 challenges.
1 player. 7yrs+

$39.95

$19.95

Story Time Chess

Wooden Sling Soccer Game
It’s fast, frenetic and fun. Sling the discs and be
the first to get them all to the other side. 3yrs+
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$39.95

Teaches chess to young children using
silly stories, vibrant illustrations, custom
chess pieces, a unique chess board, and
an engaging card game. 3-103

$69.95

Monsters Hide & Seek

Are you a monster lover? Love a
challenge? Use the 4 puzzle pcs to solve
each challenge - sounds easy?!
60 challenges. 1 player. 6yrs +

$26.95

Cubimag

Exercise your mind- puzzle and solve 130
challenges with these magnetic blocks. 6yrs+

$29.95
Egg & Dino
Puzzle

Lift the eggs ...
what’s inside! A 2
layer chunky puzzledifferent dinos, sizes,
colours.. great fine
motor and puzzle
skills! 18mths+

Coco The Toucan
24pc Puzzle

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95
Haathee Asian Elephant
24pc Puzzle

Wildlife Selfie 300 pc
Puzzle
$24.95

Leopard 1000pc Gallery Puzzle

Midnight at the Library
1000 pc Puzzle
$39.95

$34.95

The Secret Garden 1000
pc Puzzle
$39.95

Dragons 3
100 pc GID Puzzle

$34.95
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Fairy Garden
100 pc GID Puzzle

$34.95
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Mini Chef Afternoon Tea Set

Spend the afternoon entertaining with this stylish
wooden high tea set. Delicious every time!! 3yrs+

$59.95

Birdie Tea Set

Share a cup of pretend tea with
this gorgeous wooden tea set,
including cakes. 3yrs+

$59.95

Sweet Swan Pram

Whimsical swan pram to delight early walkers.
Play on as they grow, mattress, blankie and
pillow. Encourages empathic social play.
18mths+

$139.95

Organic Baby
Doll - Girl

Cuddly 100% organic soft doll,
with the cutest bunny slipper.
24cm high. Suitable from 0+

$55.95

Cotton Play Tent

Go on adventure, create a safe space,
invite friends to share this gorgeous cotton
tent. Crafted using sustainable New
Zealand pine wood and natural cotton
fabric. 3yrs+

$169.95

Ride On
Sweeper

Ride, sweep & help
tidy the house with
this ride on that
sweeps the floor as
you go! 1yrs+ <30kg

$59.95

Chef’s Apron Set
Blue & Pink

Practise cooking up a meal
in your pretend kitchen,
Awesome tabletop unit that
then keep clean in the real
can be a kitchen or a barbecue. one! Choose blue or pink.
Comes with utensils and
3yrs+
accessories, including wooden
kebab sticks. 30x22x30cm 3yrs+

Kitchen & BBQ Set

$24.95

$74.95

Mini Housekeeper Set

A sturdy wooden cleaning set to really
use at home! - 3yrs+

$59.95

All sizes and ages listed are approximate only. Pricing and availability may vary from store to store. All images and text hold
their own copyright and have been used with permission by the copyright holder. Published by Independent Toy Specialists of
Australia Co-Operative. Limited ABN 78 531 699 289. Sale ends close of business 24 December 2022 or while stock is available.

